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MAVERICK II 

 

‘Maverick shows how we do colour. The beauty of an intense colour placed with naturals. Watching 

the relationships form between contrasting shades and textures. An eccentric spirit lies behind the 

palette, but the colourways are designed to work with our stable of classics.’ 

Bernie de Le Cuona 

  

Maverick II sees colour stories inspired by the earthy and extraordinary beauty of nature with fabrics 

in surprising textures. It is the embodiment of pure elegance with a twist. 

 

Victoria  

Made from a combination of cotton and wool, Victoria Paisley brings a more modern and regal twist 

on a traditional paisley. Inspired by the Queen Victoria's drawing room, this fabric uses a 

combination of over 14 colours and has been in development for over 4 years, making it one of the 

most intricate paisleys in de Le Cuona's fabric library. 

Colours: Crystal, Moondust, Antique Gold, Ruby, Garnet 

Composition: Cotton and Wool 

 

Bracken 

Bracken takes inspiration from the bracken bush, echoing its foliage seasonal shades. The fabric has 

been designed to reflect the beautiful raw texture of linen. Husks are intentionally left visible to give 

an authentic natural appearance, dry and unrefined handle. 

Colours: Dewdrop, Seed, Mushroom, Gravel, Fern, Clay 

Composition: Linen 

 

Hoxton 

A combination of yarns have been used to produce the contemporary neutral colours of Hoxton. 

This linen is robust yet sophisticated with a soft handle, keeping it in line with de Le Cuona's classic 



handwriting.  

Colours: Oat, Flax, Rye, Sesame 

Composition: Linen 

 

Fox 

Fox is a 100% linen fabric which has a subtle yet rich depth of colour, created by combining a black 

thread with the plush colour tones of the classic collection. It is soft and fluid enough to be used as a 

beautiful heavy curtain, and yet strong and rich enough to create a statement upholstery piece. 

Colours: Dawn, Ash, Den, Reed, Moss, Desk, Night 

Composition: Linen 

About de Le Cuona 

 

de Le Cuona is a purveyor of luxury textiles for interiors with a 25-year history.  Famous for exquisitely 

understated linen, all the fabrics are responsibly crafted from the world’s finest fibres. Using the best 

artisans, and traditional and innovative techniques by specialist mills, these natural fibres become 

some of the most beautiful and sustainable fabrics imaginable. 

 

Founder and CEO Bernie de Le Cuona leads the design and creative direction as well as business 

operations. With her vision this global brand has thriving showrooms in London and New York, and a 

network of elite distributors and agents worldwide.   

The headquarters are in Royal Windsor. 

 
CONTACT DETAILS 

www.delecuona.com 

Instagram: delecuona 

Facebook: deLeCuona 

Pinterest: delecuona  

Tweet: @delecuona 
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